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Boats are pictured at Qalansiyah on the
west of the Yemeni island of Socotra.

Fishing boats are pictured at the village of Qaban on
the far west of the Yemeni island of Socotra.

Only goats seeking shade now use
the long-abandoned l ines of
Soviet-era T-34 tanks, but the

rusting relics point to the strategic value
that Yemen’s Socotra islands hold for
foreign powers. The archipelago’s
remote location helped it forge its
astonishing nature millennia ago-a third
of the main island’s plants are unique,
from bulbous bottle and cucumber trees
to alien aloes. But the 130-kilometre
(80-mile) long island-the biggest in the
Middle East region-also oversees busy
global shipping lanes at the crossroads
between Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula.

With mainland Yemen wracked by
civil war, Socotra is under the rule of
the separatist Southern Transitional
Council (STC), part of a UN-recognized
unity government, but who want an
independent South Yemen. But it is the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) that is in
de facto control. It bankrolls salaries
and major infrastructure projects, rang-
ing from schools and hospitals to com-
munication systems and docks. The
STC’s banners are dwarfed by far larg-
er UAE flags fluttering at police check-
points, while newly erected communica-
tion masts link phones directly to UAE
networks, not Yemen.

Overlooking cargo routes 
It is not only oil tankers that must

pass Socotra from the Gulf to the Red
Sea and the Suez Canal. The island

also lies on seaways from Pakistan’s
Gwadar port-a stepping stone on
China’s trillion-dollar Belt and Road
infrastructure initiative giving Beijing
access to the Arabian Sea-to Djibouti
and into east Africa. Sea routes are key
for shipping hub Dubai, one of the UAE’s
emirates, where the logistics industry
makes up more than 14 percent of GDP,
according to official statistics. While the
UAE’s footprint is increasingly clear, its
exact intentions are opaque, and the
government did not respond to AFP
questions about its role.

But beyond its strategic value,
Socotra is also surrounded by rich fish-
ing waters, where trawlers-long
deterred by the deadly pirates from
nearby Somalia-are now operating.
And, while nearly three-quarters of the
island has environmental protection,
there are vast white beaches unscrupu-
lous tourist developers would die for.
For centuries, Socotra was known by
traders as a source of frankincense-
some islanders suggest i ts name
comes from the Arabic for “market of
resin”-but the island was cut off during
monsoon months by rough seas.

It was an isolation that gave rise to
legends. In the thirteenth century, Italian
traveller Marco Polo described Socotra
as a feared pirate base, and its inhabi-
tants as “the best enchanters in the
world”. Last century it was first a British
colonial outpost, then a Soviet base.

But for decades, few others visited.

When British historian Tim Mackintosh-
Smith visited in the 1990s, sailing from
the mainland on a two-day journey, “not
a lot had really changed for eons”, he
said.  He recorded the Socotri language,
with its roots in ancient south Arabia.
While Socotra is some 350 kilometers
(215 miles) south of Yemen’s coast, it
lies closer to Africa; it is just 230 kilome-
ters from Somalia.

Socotra’s ancient culture, blending
Arabia with Africa and India, evolved

with the unique environment. “It was an
ark of a very ancient human existence
from the South Arabian mainland a cou-
ple of thousand years ago,” Mackintosh-
Smith told AFP. 

When he pulled out a disposable
lighter to smoke a pipe, it sparked
“astonishment” among islanders. The
island is “a symbiosis of an extraordinary
biodiversity with cultural and linguistic
diversity,” he said. “We sailed around
under enormous cliffs plunging to the

sea... staying in stone houses with roofs
made of tree branches and beams of
ancient wrecks,” he said. “To our eyes it
seemed absolute pristine.”

‘Pristine’ to clogged 
Islanders say things changed rapidly

when an airport opened from 2003.
Today, plastic water bottles and bags
clog up creeks near villages, and steady
streams of tourists arrive on a weekly
two-hour flight from Abu Dhabi. The visi-
tors post pictures on social media of the
island’s stunning-but incredibly fragile-
beauty. Balancing the protection of the
environment with the needs of people for
roads, healthcare, jobs and opportunities
is a hard task. 

“Socotris are proud of their heritage,
and are keen to protect it,” said Saeed
Salim Abdulrahman, who is completing a
degree translating oral histories from the
Socotri language into Arabic and English.
But rapid changes have sparked fears
the island’s age-old equilibrium has been
damaged. Poring over faded photo-
graphs at the Socotra Folk Museum at
Riqeleh, Abulrahman showed how fast
Socotra had shifted in just a few
decades. “On an island, everything
depends on something else,” said
Abdulrahman. “Now some people look at
the island’s resources and say, ‘how can
I make money from it?’” — AFP

Yemen’s Socotra, isolated
island at strategic crossroads

Georgians mourned yesterday the
death of famed scriptwriter, pup-
peteer and painter Rezo

Gabriadze whose internationally
acclaimed productions deeply marked
the Caucasus nation’s cultural land-
scape. He died Sunday aged 84, his
family told the First Channel of
Georgia’s public television. A rare
example of intellectual and artistic free-
dom in the tightly-controlled Soviet
empire, Gabriadze’s creative work

spanned cinema, theatre, painting and
literature. Georgian President Salome
Zurabishvili led tributes to Gabriadze
yesterday writing on Facebook that
“Georgian culture has suffered an
immense loss.”

Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili
expressed condolences to Gabriadze’s
family, calling him “a great artist whose
huge talent produced numerous mas-
terpieces.” “Warmth, kindness, and love
have been the fulcrum of Rezo

Gabriadze’s creative work,” he said in a
statement Sunday. Gabriadze’s friend,
writer and linguist Levan Berdzenishvili,
yesterday praised to AFP Gabriadze’s
“luminous and versatile talent that com-
bined incomparable humor and melan-
choly.” Gabriadze wrote 35 screenplays
over his decades-long career including
iconic Soviet-era comic films like cult
science fiction movie “Kin-dza-dza” and
“Mimino,” a tale of a provincial helicop-
ter pilot’s bid to fly commercial airliners

in Moscow.
Gabriadze won worldwide recogni-

tion and international acclaim touring
with numerous plays he staged in
Tbilisi’s Puppet Theatre, which he
founded in the Georgian capital in 1981
and headed until his death. His theatri-
cal productions included the Autumn of
Our Springtime, based on his post-
WW2 childhood memories in his native
city of Kutaisi. The New York Times
described another production, The

Battle of Stalingrad, as a “timeless ele-
gy with the delicacy of lacework whose
effect is beautiful, poignant and linger-
ing.” Gabriadze was awarded Georgia’s
pre-eminent decoration in the fields of
arts and literature, the Rustaveli Prize,
and the French Order of Arts and
Letters. — AFP 

‘I May Destroy
You’ scores string
of BAFTA wins

British TV series “I May Destroy
You” and its director Michaela Coel
won a slew of awards at the annu-

al BAFTAs Sunday for its depiction of a
young black writer piecing her life back
together after suffering a sexual assault.
The 12-episode series broadcast last
summer on the BBC and HBO tells the
story of Arabella, whose sexual assault
occurs while she is celebrating at a
London bar with friends. On Sunday it
was garlanded with the best mini-series
and editing awards, with Coel herself
taking best leading actress, director and
drama writer.

Coel paid particular tribute to Ita
O’Brien, the show’s “intimacy director”.
She said O’Brien was crucial to “making
the space safe for creating physical,

emotional, and professional boundaries
so that we can make work about
exploitation, loss of respect, about abuse
of power, without being exploited or
abused in the process.” The intimacy
director role is “essential for every pro-
duction company that wants to make
work exploring themes of consent,” Coel
added. Held partly online with a scatter-
ing of live audience,  the ceremony left
acclaimed Netflix series The Crown
empty-handed. The fictionalized account
of the modern British royal family had
been nominated for four categories,
including Helena Bonham Carter for best
supporting actress as Princess
Margaret. — AFP 

Trucks line
roads to block
wild elephants
in SW China

Long rows of trucks have lined roads
in southwestern China to try and
block the path of 15 wild elephants

that have caused havoc on the outskirts
of a city of millions. The elephants wan-
dered 500 kilometres north from their
natural habitat-the Xishuangbanna
National Nature Reserve in Yunnan
province-and have stomped through
rural communities near the provincial
capital Kunming, home to more than
eight million people. State broadcaster
CCTV on Sunday showed a long convoy
of trucks parked along a small country-
side road, lined on both sides by lush

green foliage, in a bid to keep the herd
away from densely populated areas.

“We are here to block the elephants,”
one truck driver in a red vehicle told
CCTV. “Traffic police officers said they
need some trucks. As long as I’m need-
ed, I will stay here.” Authorities have
also mobilized thousands of people to
track the herd’s movements with drones
and infrared cameras. CCTV showed
the elephants wandering casually into
villagers’ backyards over the weekend,
leaving flattened trees and crumpled
garage doors in their wake. “The herd
was wandering in the village all day
long,” one nervous villager told CCTV.

“We came out and saw an elephant
about three meters tall. It really scared
us.” State TV showed food and bowls
scattered on the floor of one kitchen
after an elephant had trampled through.
Since mid-April, the elephants have
wrecked around 56 hectares of crops,
causing an estimated 6.8 million yuan
($1.07 million) in losses, CCTV said. It is
not clear exactly why they migrated from
their original habitat.

Chinese social media users have
been captivated by the journey and have

widely speculated on possible causes.
One user on the Twitter-like Weibo plat-
form posted a screenshot of several
news articles about rainforest destruc-
tion in the elephants’ habitat, writing: “I
hope officials can give a response.” It
received more than 31,000 likes since it
was posted Sunday. “The media always
focus on the ‘cute’ aspect of the ele-
phants’ migration, which I find quite dis-
gusting,” read a reply that received over
6,000 likes. “Normally animals migrate
when there’s not enough to eat.” 

The wild elephant population in
southwestern Yunnan is around 300, up
from 193 in the 1980s, reported official
news agency Xinhua. But there have
been more reports of such elephants
wandering into villages and harming
crops in recent years, with the plants
they usually eat gradually replaced by
non-edible varieties as forests expand,
said local officials. — AFP

A lagoon is pictured outside the Hadibo, the main city on the Yemeni island of Socotra. 


